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I. INTRODUCTION

CALIFORNIA voters, widely viewed as liberal, surprised the rest of the country by approving an amendment to the California Constitution, which declared that "[o]nly marriage between a man and a woman is valid or recognized in California." Many people speculated that a religious campaign drove that outcome. The amendment was especially surprising coming after a California Supreme Court ruling that the state constitution guaranteed the right to marriage regardless of sexual orientation. While the popular consensus is that California voters and courts are liberal, the same conventional wisdom casts Latin Americans as socially conservative voters, especially because Catholicism and machismo play important roles in their culture. Yet five Latin American countries permit gay marriage, civil unions, or grant rights to gay couples in at least one city, while these couples cannot marry in California.

This paper argues that political systems and views of civil rights are more likely to influence gay marriage and civil union laws than Catholicism or culture. The discussion will start with the current state of the law in several Latin American countries. This legal review begins with Uruguay, the country most supportive of gay couples and will end with a discussion of Chile, the Latin American country most hostile to these couples. Next, the state of the law in Canada, the United States, and international law will be discussed. Analysis of public opinion and the enforcement of laws are interwoven throughout this discussion because the law has little meaning if it is not enforced. After the review on the

1. CAL. CONST. art. I, § 7.5.
state of the law, Catholicism, *machismo*, and rural versus urban attitudes will be ruled out as drivers of the current law. The paper will then shift to discuss real drivers of this law including historical development of civil rights and national political systems. Finally, this paper will predict which countries will grant national marriage rights for same-sex couples next.

II. RIGHTS EXTENDED TO GAY COUPLES

A. URUGUAY

Uruguay is the first Latin American country to legalize same-sex unions with many of the same legal rights as heterosexual couples despite a less visible gay population than Brazil, its neighbor to the North/Northeast, or Argentina, its Eastern neighbor. The country passed a bill legalizing gay unions effective January 1, 2008. The bill requires same sex couples to “maintain a relation affective of sexual nature, of exclusive, singular, stable[,] and permanent character.” Additionally, the couple must cohabitate for five years without interruption and must “contribute to the expenses of the home according to his [or her] respective economic situation.” Once an eligible couple registers, they are entitled to rights such as inheritance, pension, and parenting. The bill also allows for dissolution of the marriage by death, judicial sentence of dissolution without cause, and by declaration of absence. In 2009, the government passed another gay-friendly law allowing gay couples to adopt. This law passed despite opposition from the Catholic Church and comes behind a decision by the government to allow homosexuals to attend military schools.

Uruguay's political and economic climate facilitated the current gay-friendly laws. Uruguay never outlawed sodomy, and even though its capital is not among the largest in Latin America, it still ranks number one on the Gay-Friendliness Index of World Cities. Despite this high ranking, as recently as 1999, human rights activists characterized Uruguayan citizens as homophobic. These activists cite a transcript posted on a website in 2001 by Jorge Battle, a former Uruguayan president, of an
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interview he had with the New York Times where he insisted that “homosexuality was a ‘pathology’ that should be ‘corrected.’” And although sodomy was not prohibited, other laws penalized gays and lesbians. One law outlawed public indecency that could be applied to any public affection between same-sex couples, and another law banned gays and lesbians from donating blood.

B. Brazil

With the exception of Uruguay, the legal system in Brazil is more supportive of gay couples than other systems in Latin America. Despite this, gays and lesbians are victims of violence and discrimination. The only state to approve civil unions in Brazil is Rio Grande do Sul. Uruguay is to the south of this state, and Argentina is to the west. Although Rio Grande do Sul is a wealthy state, it is not the most populated in Brazil. In 2004, the Supreme Court of Rio Grande do Sul issued an administrative order that same-sex couples be granted the right to the same legal protection granted to heterosexual couples. The decision came after a complaint that a university would not pay the sabbatical travel expenses of a lesbian partner when it would pay for the same expenses for married heterosexual partners. The Court held that if the same-sex couple registered the marriage with a notary public in the state, then the couple was entitled to the legal rights of inheritance, child custody, insurance benefits, and pension. The court based its decision on the Brazilian Constitution, which states in part that one of the fundamental objectives of the country is to “promote the well being of all, without prejudice as to origin, race...and any other forms of discrimination.” Under Brazilian law, the state court’s decision can only be overcome by a constitutional amendment.

Since the decision, courts in the state have continued to support gay civil unions. For example, in 2005, a family judge in the state issued a divorce to a same-sex couple. And in March of 2008, the Court of Justice in the state ordered a married American man to split the proceeds
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from a farm, two apartments, and a house in Brazil with his partner.\(^{26}\)

Although civil partnerships are only legal in the state of Rio Grande do Sul, the political and legal systems in Brazil are more supportive of homosexuals than many other countries in Latin America.

Although the Brazilian Constitution only recently outlawed discrimination against homosexuals and lesbians, sodomy has been legal in Brazil since 1831.\(^{27}\) And states other than Rio Grande do Sul have legislation or court precedent supportive of homosexual families, including a 2006 decision by a Sao Paulo court that granted same-sex couples the right to adopt.\(^{28}\) In addition to these cases, Sao Paulo courts are aggressive in combating homophobia in the state. One court went as far as ordering several internet providers to remove postings from their sites that the court viewed as homophobic.\(^{29}\) Additionally, several pieces of pending legislation would expand the rights of gay couples. The Brazilian Congress is reviewing national legislation to grant gay couples the right to marriage\(^{30}\) and another bill would make it a crime, punishable by three to five years in prison, to condemn homosexuality.\(^{31}\) Under the law, it would be illegal for Catholic priests to teach that homosexuality is a sin.\(^{32}\)

The legislation in the Brazilian Senate carries the strong support of the current president, Luiz Lula.\(^{33}\) Additional gay-friendly legislation that Lula introduced includes a “National Day of Fight Against Homophobia.”\(^{34}\) Lula created a program “Brazil Without Homophobia” and has termed homophobia perhaps “the most perverse disease impregnated in the human head.”\(^{35}\) Other federal support includes a Human Rights Special Office of the Presidency, forty-seven Human Rights Reference Centers that address homophobia, and the first ever National Homosexual Conference.\(^{36}\) Lula is also instrumental in carrying the fight for
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homosexual rights to the international stage. But the President is clearly more committed than the Brazilian Congress, which has held on to legislation to grant rights to same-sex couples for years.

Although states and the federal government in the country generally enforce laws to protect same-sex couples and homosexual rights, the public is still adamantly opposed to gay marriage despite the economic contributions of gay businesses or the country's hosting of the world's largest gay pride parade in 2008. Gays and lesbians are also victims of violence in the country, but perhaps that is not surprising in a country with the most firearm homicides in the world.

A soccer scandal in the country illustrates the contradictions between the country's legal system and public opinion. The sport of soccer is a macho game in Brazil and many believe that if a homosexual player comes out of the closet, the team will fire him. Soccer fans and a director decided a player was homosexual after he performed a field goal dance on the sidelines. The soccer director implied on television that the player was gay, and the player subsequently sued the director for slander. A judge dismissed the case, noting that if the player was gay he could play soccer but "must form his own team and federation, setting up matches with those want to play against him." After federal pressure, the judge reversed his decision and abruptly held that he lacked jurisdiction. Interestingly, famous players have posed nude in gay magazines, but none of the players publicly acknowledged they were gay.

C. Argentina

Although Argentina arguably provides less legal support for gay unions than its neighbors, Uruguay and Brazil, the country's laws and public opinion are evolving towards accepting gay marriage. In 1992, the President signed a decree granting gays and lesbians legal protection under Argentinean law. By 2003, Buenos Aires was the first Latin American
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city to allow gay couples the right to a civil union that granted health and insurance benefits.\textsuperscript{49} But the civil union provided no inheritance or parental rights.\textsuperscript{50} Many credit the influence of Buenos Aires for the passage of the national gay union bill in Uruguay.\textsuperscript{51} Within Argentina, both the Province of Rio Negro and the cities of Villa Carlos Paz and Rio Cuarto also allow gay unions.\textsuperscript{52}

While Argentines only permit civil unions in pockets of the country, gay rights are still evolving. For example, in 2006 Argentina allowed gays in the military and modernized the code of military justice.\textsuperscript{53} Then in 2008, same-sex couples who cohabitated for five years or longer received national pension benefits.\textsuperscript{54} The gay and lesbian community is now working on securing adoption rights for gay couples.\textsuperscript{55} Although single parents, even those who are openly gay in some cases, may adopt children, both individuals in the couple do not legally adopt the child.\textsuperscript{56} Therefore, if the legal parent dies, the state may take the child.\textsuperscript{57}

In Argentina, same-sex couples may have the best long-term prognosis of these first three neighboring countries because Argentina has the strongest consistent history of increasing same-sex couple rights and the cause garners public support. A poll in Buenos Aires revealed that most people want to grant gay and lesbian couples the right to marry.\textsuperscript{58} And the gay community in Buenos Aires is increasingly sophisticated. In 1983, the city opened its first gay bar and in 2007 the first luxury hotel to cater to gay men opened, only the second hotel of its kind in the world.\textsuperscript{59}

Four factors have contributed to increased public support of gay and lesbian families in the country. First, gay tourism contributes significantly to the economy.\textsuperscript{60} Twenty percent of tourists in Buenos Aires are gay.\textsuperscript{61} Second, for many Argentines, a profound economic crisis softened attitudes towards humanity in general.\textsuperscript{62} Third, gays have become more visible in popular culture with several gay men appearing in Argentinean
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soap operas. Finally, the country is evolving towards a more open society after military rule.

D. MEXICO

Mexico, like Brazil and Argentina, permits civil union in parts of the country, but most Mexicans do not accept homosexuals. Mexico City legalized same-sex domestic partnerships. The bordering state of Coahuila followed by extending rights that are more comprehensive for same-sex couples. The change can be attributed to the left-leaning assembly, which passed other progressive laws including a law allowing the terminally ill to discontinue medical procedures and the elimination of some penalties for early abortions. The Federal District also banned discrimination based on sexual orientation. The law, passed in 1999, provides for a prison term of one to three years for provoking or inciting "hatred or violence," refusing "to provide an individual with a service. . .offered to the general public," harassing or excluding "an individual or group," or denying or restricting employment based on "sexual orientation."

Despite the recent progress, Mexico has a history of homophobia. When gay rights activists tried to introduce legislation that would allow civil unions in Jalisco, a state that is home to Guadalajara, a gay-friendly city, the governor refused to discuss the legislation, and in the past, the governor even commented that condoms should be distributed only to homosexuals, who he believes are responsible for the spread of HIV. Additionally, prosecutors enforce murder laws less aggressively when homosexuals are victims, and courts punish homosexuals with stricter sentences than those imposed on heterosexuals. But the government is now more accepting of homosexuals. Two of three of the major political parties are at least tolerant of homosexuals, even though they do not all advocate civil unions. Some limited diversity of sexual orientation exists in government positions. A bisexual man served in the capacity of Secretary of Tourism, Governor of the state of Quintana Roo, where Cancun is located, and as Ambassador to Cuba, and a lesbian served in the Federal Chamber of Deputies.
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The best proof that gays are still not widely accepted in Mexico is the number of homosexuals that hide their sexual preference. Outside of certain indigenous groups that accept a third gender, most homosexuals, even in large cities, remain in the closet. In Guadalajara, which has a larger gay population than Mexico City, there are charges that the police extort money from homosexuals they identify by threatening to expose them on a local television show. There has also been some pressure for gay businesses to move out of the center of the city to the outskirts. Even men who are out of the closet to their immediate families will hide their sexual preference at large family gatherings by dancing with women. Although acceptance is still low in the country, murders of gay men are down from their high numbers in the 1990s.

E. COLOMBIA

Colombia provides some national benefits for same-sex couples by Constitutional Court precedent. But with the exception of the wealthy, it is dangerous for same-sex couples to acknowledge their homosexuality. Colombia outlawed discrimination based on sexual orientation for access to schools, work, accommodations, and granted same-sex couples rights to conjugal visits in prison. An early decision recognizing same-sex couple's rights came in 2004 when the Court ruled that the island of San Andres could not treat same-sex couples different from heterosexuals when making residency decisions. Then in 2007, the Court granted rights to same-sex couples. First, the court extended rights to common assets, and next, both health and social security benefits were extended to same-sex couples. In April 2008, the court extended pension benefits to same-sex couples. In January 2009, Columbia's Constitutional Court held that gay couples are de facto unions if they cohabitate for two
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years. The Colombian Constitution provides that de facto unions have the same legal protection as marriages. But other conditions in the country significantly mitigate these gains.

The legislature and the public view homosexual rights differently than the country’s top court. The legislature refused to pass legislation to provide the same type of benefits that the Constitutional Court already granted same-sex couples. And homosexuals in the country are in danger. Paramilitary groups kill homosexuals in the name of “social cleansing.” Desechables, meaning disposable, is a term that is used in connection with homosexual activists. Even gay politician’s lives are threatened. Even so, the visibility of gay characters in movies and on television coupled along with campaigns aimed at decreasing homophobia, have improved public tolerance. The name of such a 2004 campaign to combat homophobia was tellingly titled “Kiss Me...Don’t Kill Me.”

F. VENEZUELA

While discrimination based on sexual orientation is illegal in Venezuela, same-sex couples still lack legal rights. Like many Latin American countries, recent legislation prohibiting discrimination came only after a history of using the laws against homosexuals. Ley de Vagos y Maleantes, the Law on Vagrants and Crooks, was previously used to prosecute homosexuals. Recent attempts to gain legal rights by same-sex couples were thwarted by a Supreme Court of Justice decision, the country’s top constitutional court, which held that same-sex marriages are not protected by the Constitution. Homosexuals do not face the same violence
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that they do in Colombia, but homosexuals are still largely closeted outside of the city of Caracas. And the public still links homosexuality with the AIDS virus. In the interior of the country, there are either no gay bars or they are shut down quickly after they open due to public pressure. Inside the city of Caracas, the public accepts gay men despite gay jokes, at least in the arts community. For example, homosexuals, heterosexuals, and even police officers patronize the same bar without conflict.

G. Cuba

Despite the open support of rights for same-sex couples by members of all three branches of the federal government, it is unlikely the government will grant rights to same-sex couples in the near future given Cuba’s history and the state of current public opinion. Homophobia is closely tied to the Cuban revolution. Fidel Castro and Che Guevara, leaders of the socialist revolution, were admired for their “swaggering macho virility.” Originally, homosexuals were either forced to work for the state or pushed out of the country. If a man’s homosexuality became publicly known, he was sent to work on a rural farm or sent to a work camp designed to rehabilitate delinquents. The Public Ostentation Law, which outlawed public homosexual behavior, granted the government the legal right to punish homosexuals. Castro eventually took an alternate approach and encouraged homosexuals to leave the country in the 1980 Mariel boatlift.

Despite leading abuse of homosexuals in the past, modern government leaders support gay rights and even gay marriage for same-sex couples. The most visible leader advocating these rights is Mariela Castro, director of the Cuban National Center for Sexual Education and the daughter of Defense Minister Raul Castro. In the legislative branch, Ricardo Alarcon, president of Cuba’s National Assembly publicly stated, while referring to homosexuals, “[s]ocialism should be a society that does not
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exclude anybody.” The judicial branch also reflects the new gay-friendly position of the Communist government. Ruben Remigio Ferro, President of Cuba’s Supreme Court noted, “there has been a change in thinking. We are developing a program to educate people about sexual orientation.”

Cuban law has also progressed. There are no longer anti-sodomy laws in Cuba. Further, the penal code was updated in 1997 and no longer includes discriminatory provisions against homosexuals. Despite this change, even though the legislature is considering a gay marriage or a civil union bill, there are no positive laws prohibiting discrimination against homosexuals. The state of civil rights in the country and public opinion suggest that it is unlikely such a law will be passed soon. For example, Cubans are still not allowed to travel unrestricted within their own country, and they are not allowed to visit state-run hotels available to tourists. Police, who are recruited from rural areas, still hold traditional views of homosexuality. The state controls any expression of public protest about treatment of homosexuals. A non-state sponsored gay parade was cancelled at the last minute because two of the activists were detained by the state the day before the parade, but perhaps an event in Canada attended by Mariela Castro best illustrates the treatment of homosexuals in Cuba. She attended the first Outgames in Canada and gave a speech announcing her approval of gay rights. But when asked why there were no Cubans entered in the contest, she claimed it was because Cuba has no strong gay athletes and that it was not because gay men were afraid to come out of the closet or that the state refused to allow them to participate.
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Although it is unlikely the government will pass a gay marriage or civil union bill soon, public opinion suggests that over time gay couples may gain this right. This shift started with the inclusion of gays in the movies. In 1993, Fresa y Chocolate, a movie about a homosexual and his straight friend, was released.\(^{117}\) The movie was popular in Cuba and homosexuals were soon featured in other art forms such as music and television. A Cuban singer released a song, El Pecado Original, the Original Sin, and it too was widely popular with the heterosexual population in the country.\(^{118}\) More recently, a Cuban-sponsored television station ran a soap opera featuring a married man, who falls in love with another man.\(^{119}\) Even though there were no scenes where the lovers touched, the tele-novela was widely watched.\(^{120}\) As Cubans see homosexuals more widely in art forms, gay men hope that the population will become more open to rights for same-sex couples.\(^{121}\)

**H. CHILE**

Chile, frequently called the most conservative country in Latin America,\(^{122}\) will not grant rights to gay couples for at least a decade. Divorce was not legal in Chile until 2004.\(^{123}\) One Chilean law, the removal of a judge, and one court decision illustrate the legal barriers to the rights of gay couples in Chile. First, the legal age of consent for consensual sex differs for heterosexual and homosexual couples.\(^{124}\) Twelve is the age of consent for heterosexuals, but the age is eighteen for same-sex couples.\(^{125}\) Prosecutors argued that a conviction that involved consensual sex between an adult man and another man just shy of his eighteenth birthday was appropriate because the boy’s morality was corrupted.\(^{126}\) Second, the removal of a judge illustrates the consequences of being gay in the country. An appellate judge was fired for visiting a steam bath known for its gay patrons even though the judge insisted he was heterosexual.\(^{127}\)

Last, the most publicized case involving gay rights is a family law case

---
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decided by the Supreme Court, the highest appellate court in Chile. Judge Karen Atala was divorced from her husband and living with her two children and her lesbian partner. When her husband learned of the situation, he sued for custody and won temporary custody of the children.

He complained to the court that the children were in danger of herpes and HIV infection. In Chile, courts normally award custody to the mother unless it can be proven that she is a drug addict, alcoholic, or prostitute. In the next two appeals, the courts, after reviewing testimony from psychologists and social workers who reported that Judge Atala provided her children with a safe and healthy home, awarded custody to Judge Atala. But the father of the children filed a disciplinary action against the last appellate court with the Supreme Court. The Court found that Judge Atala's lifestyle would result in discrimination against the children and awarded custody to the girls' father. Judge Atala filed a case with the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, a branch of the Organization of Human States. Among her complaints, Judge Atala alleged the ruling was a due process violation because the Supreme Court applied a pure disciplinary remedy and opened a third way of appellate review that was not valid under the Chilean procedural system. One of the legal concerns about the ruling was that it carried an administrative penalty that threatened to affect the independence of individual judges. The Inter-American Commission agreed to hear the case. Initially, the parties discussed negotiations for a friendly settlement but were unable to come to an agreement. The case is still pending.

Despite the country's conservative past, the current Socialist president, Michelle Bachelet, provides some hope to the country's gay citizens. In a speech, she declared a desire for "a Chile for everyone" that "doesn't discriminate and which doesn't forget those who have been left be-
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Public opinion is also swinging in favor of gay couples. In a 2004 poll, sixty-four percent of Chileans approved of civil marriage. Yet sixty-six percent did not believe that gay couples should enjoy the same rights as heterosexual couples, such as the right to adopt.

I. United States

The environment in most states in the United States is more hostile to same-sex couples than it is in at least a handful of Latin American countries. The District of Columbia and the following states provide some form of legal rights to same-sex couples: Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Rhode Island, Connecticut, Vermont, Iowa, Nevada, Washington, Oregon, Hawaii, and California. Although voters passed Proposition 8, an amendment that alters the constitution to prohibit gay marriage, gay couples may still register in California. Among the U.S. Supreme Court's important decisions related to homosexuals is Romer v. Evans, where the court found state sodomy laws unconstitutional. The majority cast its opinion in terms of
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equality, whereas Scalia, writing the dissent, framed the decision around morality.\textsuperscript{160} U.S. law does not provide explicit federal protection against discrimination due to sexual orientation.\textsuperscript{161}

A cursory review of the position of the last three American presidents provides further support that the United States advances a more conservative approach to rights for same-sex couples than some Latin American countries. President Clinton signed the Defense of Marriage Act, defining marriage as the legal union between a man and a woman, after it easily passed both houses of Congress.\textsuperscript{162} President George W. Bush, who received strong evangelical support in both his bids for the presidency, endorsed an amendment to the U.S. Constitution that would prohibit same-sex marriage.\textsuperscript{163} President Obama has a different view of same-sex couples. In 1996 when Obama was running for the Illinois State Senate, he approved of same-sex marriage.\textsuperscript{164} In his bid for the presidency, he changed his position, defining marriage as between a man and a woman and now supports civil unions.\textsuperscript{165} This change is not surprising given the contribution of evangelicals to his campaign. Thirty-two percent of white evangelicals between eighteen and thirty-one are believed to have voted for Obama.\textsuperscript{166} Obama, perhaps in a spirit of inclusion towards conservatives, invited Reverend Rick Warren to pray to kick-off his inauguration.\textsuperscript{167} The invitation caused some to question Obama’s support for gay rights because of Reverend Warren’s statements—including a comment relating gay marriage to pedophilia.\textsuperscript{168} Recently, gay activists praised Obama’s announcement that he will work towards eliminating the American military’s “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” policy.\textsuperscript{169}

The American public’s opinion of gay marriage differs by state; it has been characterized as a “battle between the heartland and the coastland.”\textsuperscript{170} Many were surprised that Proposition 8 passed in Califor-
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nia because some polls predicted that Proposition 8 would fail. For example, a field poll reported that voters favored same sex marriage. This result may have occurred because people participating in the poll gave the politically correct answer—rather than how they would actually vote. Nationally, more voters oppose than support gay marriage, with fifty-five percent of voters opposing it.

J. Canada

Canada was the first country in the Americas to legalize gay marriage, and the fourth in the world. Unlike many Latin American countries, Canada has a steady tradition of recognizing gay rights. In 1969, sodomy became legal in Canada. In 1981, the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (the Charter) forbid discrimination based on sexual orientation. A decade later, the Supreme Court in British Colombia gave gay partners the right to Medicare coverage—reasoning that it is discrimination under the Charter not to extend coverage. The most recent and full recognition of same-sex couple rights occurred in 2005 under the Civil Marriage Act, which granted homosexual couples the same rights as traditional couples under Canadian law. By the time the bill passed, most of Canada's provinces and territories already granted same-sex couples the same rights.

In the "most socially liberal nation in North America," it is not surprising that Canadian public opinion is tolerant. Unlike the United States—where the Supreme Court has ruled that the Boy Scouts can exclude gay troop leaders—there was little to no controversy when the first gay Boy Scout troop was formed in Toronto in 1999.
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when the military decided to allow gay members, the policy change was quickly accepted in the military ranks.\textsuperscript{184} High-ranking military officials immediately adopted a policy of prohibiting discrimination against gays and lesbians and used training to enforce tolerant attitudes.\textsuperscript{185}

Despite a modern history of the Canadian government granting rights to gays and same-sex couples, homosexuals may not have achieved true equality in Canada. For example, a study by the Canadian Journal of Economics reported that gay men earn twelve percent less than heterosexual men and women.\textsuperscript{186} This disparity occurred despite gay men being more educated and more likely to live in urban areas.\textsuperscript{187} These patterns are consistent with similar patterns in the United States and the United Kingdom.\textsuperscript{188} Additionally, a Health Canada regulation effective in December 2007 bans sexually active gay men from donating organs.\textsuperscript{189} Like blood-donor guidelines, sexually active gay men, intravenous drug users, and those infected with hepatitis are automatically disqualified from donation.\textsuperscript{190}

\textbf{K. United Nations Resolution}

In 2003, Brazil first proposed a controversial resolution, Human Rights and Sexual Orientation, which was the first resolution at the United Nations to address sexual orientation.\textsuperscript{191} Canada and European nations supported the bill.\textsuperscript{192} Another group—consisting primarily of the Organization of the Islamic Conference, Vatican states, and the United States—adamantly opposed the resolution.\textsuperscript{193} Ultimately, the vote was postponed to the following year; in 2004, Brazil finally abandoned the resolution.\textsuperscript{194}

The resolution included controversial references to adoptions and gay families.\textsuperscript{195} At other times, countries have made similar alliances. Late in 2008, a statement was introduced in the General Assembly confirming international human rights protections—regardless of sexual orientation
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and gender identity. Brazil helped draft the statement and Argentina read the statement in front of the General Assembly. The statement, unlike the resolution proposed by Brazil previously at the United Nations, did not refer to adoption rights or family. Sixty-six nations signed the statement including Mexico and many other Latin American countries. But the United States refused to sign the statement and Egypt actively opposed the statement. The Vatican originally opposed the statement, but after heavy criticism, the Vatican announced that it called for repeal of criminal penalties for homosexual conduct. Almost sixty states signed an alternate text. Neither of the two statements is legally binding.

III. FACTORS DRIVING GAY RIGHTS LAWS

A. Catholicism

The Catholic Church strongly opposes recognition of civil unions and gay marriage, but despite the strength of the Church in Latin America, no significant correlation exists between the (1) strength of the Church in an individual Latin American country and (2) existing civil union or gay marriage laws in the country.

The Catholic Church generally supports human rights. Pope John Paul II was vocal in urging governments to follow the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, even calling the document "one of the highest expressions of the human conscience of our time." But the Church very publicly opposes any legislation to grant same-sex couples the right to marry. The Bible's text and the Church's evolutionary history help explain the opposition.
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St. Thomas Aquinas's development of natural law is partly responsible for the Church's opposition to laws permitting gay marriage. Under natural law—through the use of intellect, reason, and free will—humans should decipher right from wrong.\textsuperscript{208} Because sodomy cannot lead to reproduction, homosexual relations are wrong according to St. Thomas Aquinas, who unequivocally said that sodomy is "a violation of natural, canon, civil, and scriptural laws."\textsuperscript{209} Latin American church leaders adopted this view. One influential primer, written by the first bishop of Mexico, preached to the primer's intended audience of Indians, priests, and colonists that there was a hierarchy of lustful sins and that the \textit{pecado contra natura}, sodomy, was the most severe sin, even more prohibited than adultery, rape, or incest.\textsuperscript{210} \textit{Recto vaso, recta positione}, "in the proper vessel and in the proper position," was the Church mantra and in 1655 when Juan de Enriquez wrote a treatise on the subject, sodomy continued to be viewed as a sin against God.\textsuperscript{211} When the inquisition reached Latin America, sodomy was prosecuted.\textsuperscript{212} The Vatican continues to oppose gay marriage, civil unions, and rights protecting homosexuals in general. The Catholic Church joined the Organization of Islamic states and the United States in opposing a resolution declaring equal rights regardless of sexual orientation.\textsuperscript{213}

The number of Catholics in Latin America, the political and social influence of the Church, and a comparison of the influence of Protestants in the United States helps illustrate why many believe that there are few countries in Latin America that grant same-sex couples rights, but no strong correlation exists between these factors and gay couple-friendly laws. First, there are a large number of Catholics in Latin America. In Paraguay, Latin America's most Catholic nation, over ninety-one percent of the population identify themselves as Catholics.\textsuperscript{214} Even Cuba, a country where over fifty percent of the population identifies themselves as Catholic, has far more Catholics than in the United States, where less than twenty-three percent of the population identifies themselves as Catholics.\textsuperscript{215} While the political power of the Catholic Church varies per country, the Church has significant political power in the region. The Church gained preeminence in many countries through alliances with the political elite,\textsuperscript{216} but the role of the Church varies per country. In Colombia, Catholicism is the official religion of the country.\textsuperscript{217} Other countries
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merely agreed to protect the Church in exchange for restricting the power of the Church.218 One way that countries can restrict the Church is to elect the Church leadership within the country rather than allowing selection by the Vatican.219 With or without political influence, the Church's goal is to influence people through spiritual and moral leadership.220

Although the religious right in the United States lacks the number and official power of the Catholic Church, the religious right is still a formidable foe of same-sex couples.221 In fighting to preserve the traditional family, the religious right opposed sex education in such a manner that the conservative governments of the Philippines and Iran complained that the religious right hijacked the U.S. government.222

Despite the power of the Catholic Church in Latin America, there is not a correlation between the strength of the Catholic Church and laws that protect same-sex couples. First, a correlation does not exist between the number of Catholics in the country and the laws granting rights to same-sex couples. The percentage of Catholics in Chile, the country most hostile to same-sex couple rights, is a little more than seventy-one percent, lower than the countries of Argentina and Mexico, who provide rights in parts of their countries to homosexual couples.223 Although the power of the Catholic Church varies by country, both Brazil, which grants some legal protection for gay couples, and Chile, with no protection for gay couples, have similar structures in that they effectively restrict the power of the Church because they "established and institutionalized the principle of separation between church and state."224 While the lack of correlation between the power of the Catholic Church and gay-friendly laws is clear, the reason is not. Perhaps Catholic Church members simply form their views of homosexuality without giving weight to the position of the Church. Abortion studies have shown that despite the Church's strong view of the immorality of abortion, in some areas in Latin America, Catholic women are more likely to have abortions than their non-Catholic counterparts.225

B. Machismo

While history and culture provide some support for the theory that machismo accounts for some of the lack of same-sex couple rights in Latin America, there is no empirical evidence or substantial studies to support...
a correlation between the law and machismo. The Iberian knights that settled many Latin American countries were bachelors who came to win their fortune.\textsuperscript{226} Once in the Americas they raped Indian women.\textsuperscript{227} Scholars argue that it is out of this tradition that the current cultural ideal of the macho Hispanic man evolved. While women in Mexican culture should be virgins until married, adolescent boys are encouraged to lose their virginity to prostitutes and are chastised not to cry como una nina, like a girl.\textsuperscript{228} Scholars continue to debate whether or not Latin Americans accept homosexuals as long as they are not passive partners during sex. While the machismo culture might be a driver behind violence against homosexuals, it is another question, to be addressed infra, whether politicians and judges creating law have machismo attitudes. Although Catholicism and machismo culture might be compatible with a system that does not grant same-sex couple rights, they are not necessarily drivers of the law. For example, Latin America’s high birth rate has been attributed to Catholicism and machismo, but studies have shown that it is the unemployment rate and illiteracy rate of women that drives birth rates.\textsuperscript{229}

C. Urban vs. Rural Attitudes

While urban areas are more tolerant of gays and lesbians, the gay population alone is not enough to predict which countries will extend additional rights to gay couples. Although gay men and women are more likely to come out of the closet in large urban cities than in more conservative rural areas,\textsuperscript{230} this distinction is not an accurate predictor of gay-friendly laws. For example, while Mexico City is a large urban area, the state of Coahuila, which also recognizes civil unions for gay couples, is a rural area.\textsuperscript{231} The entire nation of Uruguay has a much smaller homosexual population than Argentina or Brazil, which suggests that the mere presence of a homosexual population does not control the rate at which the government passes laws protecting gay rights.\textsuperscript{232}

D. Real Drivers of Gay Rights Law: Political Systems and Views on Civil Rights

Modern political systems in the Americas are a better predictor of same-sex couple rights than the drivers previously discussed and discarded. These political systems should be viewed in a historical context to explain why more Catholics and machismo cultures granted same-sex couple rights at a time when less religious, more liberal California voters overrode a previous granting of rights. The United States’ views and laws
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related to same-sex couples are best understood by examining British influence while Latin American culture is better viewed as a blend of Indian and Spanish culture, which are both more hospitable to gay couples. Historically, English legislation had a much more profound and negative effect on gay rights in its former colonies than did Spanish or Portuguese legislation. Despite these differences, Spain and England both now recognize gay couples. Spain was the second country to grant gay couples the same legal rights as heterosexual unions, whereas the United Kingdom followed by permitting civil unions only months later. Different American Indians viewed homosexuality in different ways. While the Aztecs looked down upon men who were passive in homosexual sex the Mayans, like other cultures, found it acceptable for privileged men to have sex with young boys provided the adult was the aggressor.

The values embodied in the constitutions, the reality of the country's political system, and the viewpoint with which Latin American countries view international rights also sheds light on the way laws towards gay couples have evolved. First, in U.S. history, we have had only one constitution and we view it as the ultimate law of the land. In contrast, Latin American countries regularly adopt new constitutions. The constitutions in Latin America are more elaborate than the U.S. Constitution but are more aspirational than binding. Some of the values embodied in the constitutions are similar but the focus of each constitution differs.

Early Latin American constitutions did borrow concepts from the U.S. Constitution. For example, the 1812 Colombian Constitution acknowledged specific inalienable rights. But the Latin American countries were also strongly influenced by the French Constitution. Although the French Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man was forbidden, it was distributed in Latin America and its principles found a home in many Latin American constitutions. The Latin American conception of human rights is more focused on equality and fraternity versus the U.S. conception, which focuses more on Lockean, libertarian, and property-based principles. One explanation for the adoption of the French val-
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ues over those of the United States, a closer neighbor, is that the French conception of rights mirrored the values already being taught at public universities in Latin America.\textsuperscript{245} In recent years, many Latin American countries have embraced human rights on an international level.\textsuperscript{246} Latin American activists lobbied for international human rights laws in part because they viewed the laws as one way to protect their countries sovereignty from countries such as the United States.\textsuperscript{247}

V. CONCLUSION

Now, a discussion of these factors as they relate to individual countries helps predict the future evolution of same-sex couples rights in each of these countries. First, Uruguay already provides national legal rights for homosexual couples. In looking at the political system in Uruguay and comparing it to the United States, it is clear why Uruguay beat even California in granting significant rights to same-sex couples. Uruguay, an established democracy, had the best reputation in Latin America for protecting human rights.\textsuperscript{248} There was only a brief interruption of the democracy when a president gave power to the Uruguayan military, who “engaged in far-reaching arrests, routine torture of prisoners, and complete surveillance of the population.”\textsuperscript{249} Uruguayan citizens, accustomed to airing their complaints in court, turned to the international legal system, which resolved grievances in their favor.\textsuperscript{250} Uruguay’s proximity to Buenos Aires and the political system sheds light on why the country was the first in Latin America to grant national rights to same-sex couples.

When viewing the political system in Brazil, it is likely that Brazil’s political system will support the granting of additional same-sex couple rights at a national level before the United States does. Because there are three strong branches of government in the United States, public opinion will have to evolve further in support of such rights before the rights are extended. But in Brazil, the executive branch is stronger than it is in the United States and the executive strongly supports the expansion of rights for gay couples.\textsuperscript{251} Similarly, Argentina law is likely to continue its evolution towards more gay rights. As previously discussed, Argentina is becoming a more open society after military rule.\textsuperscript{252}

Mexico is a country whose future is more difficult to predict. The gains that gay couples have made in the country are not due to strong executive support. Instead, left-leaning city and state governments have provided
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the rights. Unless the leftist movement in Mexico gains national momentum, it is unlikely that there will be quick evolution of national rights. Without popular support or support from political elites, it is more likely that the United States will grant rights, at least in pockets, to same-sex couples before Mexico meaningfully extends additional rights. In locations, such as California, where younger votes are more tolerant of differences, rights are likely to be granted in the future whereas in Mexico many gay men hide their sexual orientation in public, even in large cities.

Although the highest court in Colombia supported same-sex couples, it is difficult to imagine that there will be a further sustainable evolution of gay rights. The legislature and the public both disagree with the current grant of rights. Because of the violence in the country against gays, any granting of rights remains practically unenforceable and meaningful legal evolution is unlikely.

While Venezuela, like the United States, is unlikely to grant the right for same-sex couples to marry in the near future, Venezuela will likely allow gay couples some form of a civil union, at least in the city of Caracas. The violence against homosexuals is less prevalent than in Mexico or Colombia and heterosexuals patronize the same businesses without violence.

Cuba, despite its violent history of treatment towards homosexuals, may be the next country in the Americas to grant gay couples the right to civil unions or even marriage. Once Fidel Castro dies, President Raul Castro may feel more at ease publicly supporting gay rights. Further, public opinion is already moving towards greater acceptance of gays and lesbians.

Chile’s conservative values mirror those of the religious right in the United States and any immediate granting of gay rights is unlikely. Unlike in the United States where some courts, such as the Supreme Court in California, have supported gay rights despite lack of public support, the judicial branch in Chile supports traditional families. There are also still laws in Chile that proactively discriminate against homosexuals, such as different ages at which consensual sex becomes legal for homosexual couples versus heterosexual couples.

The gay community will undoubtedly continue to fight for the rights of same-sex couples. In addition to property rights and adoption rights, gay couples winning the legal right to marry may enjoy other benefits. While it is unclear if the same benefits apply to homosexual couples as heterosexual couples, marriage has been credited for improving “physical health and longevity, mental health and happiness, economic well-being, and the raising of children.” But to achieve these goals gay rights activists have a two-front battle to fight in Latin America. Gay activists must not only win battles in the legal system but must also change public opinion to

accept or at least tolerate same-sex couples. A strategy to do that based on past success would include targeting local lawmakers before national ones, portraying homosexuality in art forms to gain public support, and making key intellectual allies in the university community.